A special virtual training event
Date/Time is arranged with local agency

CHILD SEXUAL ASSAULT 360
Three Professional Perspectives on
Understanding, Investigating, Prosecuting and
Supervising Adults Who Commit Sexual
Assault on Children
The on‐going global pandemic has highlighted the rise in incidents of child sexual abuse,
and the urgent need for training in the area of understanding, investigating, prosecuting
and supervising adults who commit sexual assaults.
This special virtual training event is presented by three internationally recognized experts
who together will bring you a unique, tri‐perspective, condensed Master Class covering
four key areas of working with adults who commit sexual assault on children.
The day will be a live virtual webinar event, with the opportunity for attendees to interact
with the presenters, each of whom has trained thousands of professionals annually. This
is a rare opportunity to be part of the presentation and see them interact and discuss
these important aspects of Child Sexual Assault.

What attendees have said about the training
“Wonderful! Best training I have attended all year, heck all decade.” (Law Enforcement)
“I really liked that there were 3 instructors and that there was even some debate amongst the
three, showing different perspectives.” (CAC staff)
“I have been with the County Attorney as support staff for almost 18 years and this has been
the best conference I have attended.” (Prosecutor)
“I enjoyed watching the friendship and respect you three displayed and your humor discussing
what is a deadly serious subject. (CAC Board Member)

For more information contact sac360@kbsolutions.com

The Presenters

Graham Hill

Larry Braunstein

Jim Tanner

Graham Hill, Ph.D.
Dr. Hill is a British Criminologist and expert on adults who sexually abuse children and men who
commit non‐familial child abduction/murder. He is a former detective and Senior Investigating
Officer for Major and Specialist Crime and the founder and first Head of Behavior Analysis for
the UK’s Child Exploitation and On‐line Prevention Centre (CEOP‐UK). Dr. Hill is a Research
Fellow at Leeds University and a member of the British Society of Criminology.

Lawrence Jay Braunstein, J.D.
Lawrence Jay Braunstein is a partner in the law firm of Braunstein & Zuckerman, Esqs, in White
Plains, New York, and an adjunct professor of Law at Hofstra University Law School in
Hempstead, New York. His practice is concentrated in the areas of Matrimonial and Family Law
and related civil and criminal litigation, specifically focusing in the area of child custody
litigation and litigation involving allegations of child sexual abuse, physical abuse and abusive
head trauma (shaken baby). He is a former prosecutor, now a defense attorney, and since 1999
has served on the faculty of the NYPD Detective Bureau Training Unit. He has conducted
hundreds of trainings with police departments across the United States, with the FBI Behavioral
Analysis Units, and with police agencies in England, Scotland, Wales, and South Africa.

Jim Tanner, Ph.D.
Dr. Tanner has worked with sex offenders for the past 50 years in almost every capacity within
the justice system. He is sworn staff in Colorado serving as a Cyber Crime Analyst to
Probation/Parole in Colorado and has examined over 1,700 sex offenders’ computers. He serves
as a Qualified Expert Witness in Colorado Courts in A) Computer Forensics and B) Sex Offender
Cognitive Sets & Grooming Strategies. Dr. Tanner has provided training on sex offender
cognitive sets and field forensics for APPA, NLECTC, HTCIA, USDOJ, DOD, ICAC and other
“alphabet” agencies in the US and EU.

